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THURSDAY, AUGUST 11, 1927

STATE UNIVERSITY OP MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Individual Instruction Plan
of Indiana Institution
• Arouses nterest

MISSOULA POPULACE

The Winnetka school system was
the subject on which Professor S. K.
Logan, assistant school superinten Missoulian and Sentinel Sponsor
dent o f Winnetkn and former Mon
Bringing This Large Instru
tana university student, discoursed
ment to Campus
at Tuesday's
convocation. v The
*schools of Winnetkn, like those of
Gary, Indiana, are noted foi*] their
The opportunity given students and
destinctive educational systems, but
contrasting sharply with the schools townspeople last night to hear the
of Gary those of Winnetkn stress largest victrola in the world will be
individual instruction. The Wiunetkn repented this evening when another
ill be given on the
schools are not only studied by edu- I ^ree concert
ontors
from
England.
Germany, j campus oval.
wiropeau i The huge victrola was built by the
France, Denmark and other Europeu
Austrail-1 Victor Talking Machine company as
countries, but also inter
- ians and peoples of Asia, particularly an exhibit for the Sesquicentennial
the- Japanese, who are among the Exposition in Philadelphia. The Miskeenest students of this system. In soulian and the'Sentinel are hosts at
Japan there are already a few large one of the biggest musical entertain
schools that stress the individual in ments ever offered in Missoula.
Arrangements were completed last
struction method. A Winnetkn re
presentative will be] present at the week for the victrola to be brought
educational conference' to be held at from Spokane. It was installed on
a special platform which was erected
Lacarno.
on the campus.
Have Individual Instruction
This instrument 1ms a normal range
In speaking o f the individual in
struction plan Professor Logan said of a mile, and can be cut down to a
faint'
‘whisper. Its music has been
that the University itself used it,
citing the correspondence system cm heard for a distance o f three miles
on
land
and a greater distance when
''ployed- here as •an example. The
speaker, basing his Uelief on results the sound is carried over the water.
The victrola weighs two and onereceived by the correspondence school, I
Vt-as of the opinion that the system half tons and is 12 feet high and 9
could be advantageously carried on I feet wide. It was used to give daily
concerts during the rose festival at
where students are in residence.
Portland, in June, and is estimated
Advantages of System
The following are some o f the ad that 150.000 people enjoyed the pro
It also appeared at
vantages o f the system as cited by gram daily.
Professor Logan. The new scientific Seattle, where hundreds of thousands
ihethod tends to enforce religion; less of people enjoyed the concerts, which
*individual, ‘instruction-, is- -gotten at were sponsored byv the Seattle Dailj
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REELEY HAS HEAVY ROLE
IEI

W hos Who on the Montana Campus
This series of pen-pictures of Sltontana University faculty folks vvliicli
has been presented with the primary purpose of acquainting suinmer-quarter students with some of the people who arc here all the time, carrying on,
should not be closed without a presentation of two who have contributed
this summer particularly to the comfort of students, and whose cooperation
has made the week-end jaunts such pleasant features of the summer ses
sion because of the “ good eats.”
(
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Cast of “ The Thirteenth
Chair” Announced by
Director

Ann Reely o f Missoula will play
|the part of Rosalie La Grange in the
Presumably Unsolvable Mystery |Masquers’ production o f ‘'The Thir
teenth Chair” to be given August 17
Comes to a Climax
land 18 at the Little Theater on the
Startling Revelation
campus. Miss Reely is a graduate of
I the State University of Montana and
of the School o f Speech, Northwestern
“The Thirteenth Chair," which rill university.. She was director of drabe given at the Little Theater on the |matics at Central high school, Grand
! campus August 17 and 18, has been |Forks, N D., for three years, and
! described ns one o f the most thrillini had a similar position at Lewis and
A

MONICA FRANCES BURKE

LA GRETA LOWMAN

Miss Burke, by temperament, he
redity and training, is specially fit
ted for her position as director of
residence halls on the Montana cam
pus. It is largely through her ef
forts that the Montana residence
hails have won such a notably wide
reputation for the comfort which
they provide at reasonable, cost.
Weil equipped by experience and
special training for her work, her
fine personality has won for her the
esteem of those with whom she
comes in direct contact and has
brought her recognition in the spec
ial field which she occupies.
Miss Burke received her bachelor’sdegree at Montana in 1918; after
ward she went to Columbia and earn
ed her master’s degree in the depart
ment of Home Economics, giving '
special attenion to institutional man
agement. She returned to Montana
in 1924 to assume the duties of the
position which she now occupies
and under her policy and adminis
tration Montana’s residence hails
have become well known throughout
the country for their excellence.
Baring the summer quarter Miss
Burke conducts courses in Food Pre
paration and Institutional Cookery and she finds time, somewhere and
someway, to plan and prepare the
menus for the week-end hikes .

Miss Lowman, assistant director
of residence halls, admirably and ef
ficiently supplements the work of
Miss Burke. One of the regular
week-end hikers summed up the
opinion which the campus holds of
Miss Lowman when he said “ she
knows her onions.”
She works
quietly and efficiently, getting things
done without any fuss, hut getting
them done just the same and when
they are done they are done right.
Her training for the line of work
which she follows has been calcu
lated to fit her particularly for this
performance. She doesn’t inarcli
with a brass band, but she makes the
journey.
Miss Lowman was graduated at
Purdue university in 1920; she earn
ed her master’s degree in Home Ec
onomics at Columbia in 1924. She
itas specialized in institutional work;
her teaching experience has been as
instructor in Home Economics at
Flagstaff, Arizona, and at Walsenberg, Colorado; she has taught at
St. Bartholomew’s in New York City.
Upon coriipleting her work at Co
lumbia she came to Montana in the
autumn of 1924 and has held her
present position since.
Miss Cowman’s summer-quarter
work, in addition to her supervision
of hails, includes instruction in* food
preparation and in the selection aud
making of clothing.
The week
enders vote for her, too.

8ch°-01 ,in SP°6ane Iast
and mystifying pla; produced on the CIark
year. Next year she will be chair
i American stage. It is also one of man of the dramatic ..section of the
|the most original since it carefully A. A. U .. W. in that city. Miss
I avoids the trick situations of the Reely is director o f Corbin hall this
j usual mystery play,
summer.
j The plot up to the very end of the
The part o f Inspector Donohue will
_
! play seems insoluble. Roscoe Crosby foe played by X. B. Beck. ___
Mr.___
Beck
is entertaining some friends at his ] played Mark Winslow • in “ The
I home with a spiritualistic seance Youngest” and Patou in “ Chanteconducted by Rosalie La Grange, the cler:”
medium. There are thirteen people j
LoVe Leads
; present. The lights nre out, the! The lovers, William Crosby and
j doors and windows are locked, all are Helen O’Neil, will he played by Arholding hands in a circle when sud- „old Gillette and Ann Ferring. Mr.
dcnly one o f the group dries out in Gillette of Missoula has appeared in
; pain.
I “ The World arid His "Wife,” “ Pinai Someone turns on the lights, the [ fore,” and “ Chanteder.” Miss FerI circle is intact. -The inan who cried, ring, a graduate - o f ' Great Falls high
|‘out falls forward dead, stabbed in’ the j school, appeared' in “ Chantecler.”
j back. No one could have possibly j Merlic Cooney "of Missoula will
|come into the room during the seance | play Mary Eastwood. Miss Cooney
i nor has any one left it. Yet no I js a member of the Masquers and has
|weapon with which the murder could1played in many productions, including
! have been done can be found'in the . “ Polly From ' Paradise,” “ Learned
j room.
Ladies,” and “ The Goose Hangs
j From then on the plot goes from High.” Edward W atesw itthe played
j accusation to accusation until it by ciair Bartholomew, who played the
j reaches its startling denouement.
Blackbird in “ Chantecler.”'
! The setting for the play, an Italian I Helen Trent will he played by DorRenaissance drawing room, will be ;
othy, Jordan, and Haddish Trent by
home' than in former times and''this
elaborate set of scenery, which is be
Frank Ch^QhcsJyr. ^ Miss^ Jordan is
An ordinary Victor record is used
systern tends to give the pupil what
being built.
from Columbia rails. She appeared
he loses at home. Frequently chil with an ordinary needle. The vibra
in “ The Bad Man” and played the
dren that learn slowly lose more in tions from this record are carried by
Guinea Hen in “ Chantecler.”
Mr.
terest in a class because it goes too electric wires to the amplifier. From
Chichester is from Los Angeles, Cal
rapidly for them, while children that this voices of great singers are car
ifornia, and is a senior in the Law
ried
on
the
air
with
all
their
original
learn more rapidly lose interest be
school.
cause the class moves so slowly. In art; noted Jbands send forth their
Alice Veit will play Alicia Crosby
the individual instruction plan this—’ harmonies and dance orchestras are
and Byran Leverich will play Roscoe
the lock step system— is done away heard at a distance o f from one to
Maurice McCollum, manager o f the
Crosby.
Miss Veit is from Livingston
three
miles.
with. And due to the system the pupil
ASUM store, has announced that the and Mr. Leverich’s home is in Mis
Tonight’s program will consist of
learns to teach himself.
store will close Saturday, to remain soula. Both are regular students at
the
following
numbers:
Six principles characteristic of the
I — The Stars and Stripes Forever
so until the 15th o f September. Due the University.
Winnetka schools were given by Pro
Howard Standish will be played by
to a decrease in business at this time
fessor Logan. Clear statement of — Sousa's Band.
Myron Soelberg of Sioux City, Iowa.
common essentials curriculum in . 2—-A Dream— Richard Crooks.
of the year, the store is only open this
3—
1
Could
Waltz
on
Forever—
Mr.
Soelberg is a member of the
terms of units of achievement; diag
The
Western
Montana
clinic,
Miss Ruby James, daughter of Mr. week from 10 to 12 and 2 to 4 o'clock. Masquers and appeared in “ Chan
nostic tests to measure this achieve The Troubadours.
and
Mrs.
E.
C.
James,
and
Mr.
Wal
through
Dr.
Holmes,
last
week
pre
Mr.
McCollum
plans
to
keep
in
Last
of
Week-End
Trips
Will
4— Shanghai Dream
Man—Fox
tecler.” Fern Jaton will appear as
ment; self-instruction, self-correction,
lace Brennan, son of Mr. and Mrs. j stock all books, etc., needed by the Grace Standish. Miss Jaton played
sented to the University a rather com
Taken Into Heart of the
and practice material; continuous in Trot— Paul Whiteman's Orchestra.
William Brennan, were united in mar- j student body. It will take him at Nancy Blake in **The Youngest.”
Mission Mountains
5— On the Road to Mandalay—plete set o f X-Ray equipment. This
dividual subject promotion on bases of
piece of equipment will be set up in
riage today at 11 o’clock at the Pres least two weeks to get ready for
Elizabeth Erskine will be played by
accomplishment; a convenient graphic Baritone—Werrenrath.
byterian church.
Misses Marion the fall opening of school, because Mary Farnsworth of Anaconda, who
V ictor! a room iQ Craig hall and used by the
6— Neapolitan
Nights
record of each pupil's progress; and
Physics department, says Dr. ShallenPrescott and Irene McQuarrie were j many text books will have to rbe played the Cat in “ Chantecler.”
Salon
Orchestra.
Lolo
pass
presents
one
of
the
most
ample time and opportunity for group
7— Where Do You Work-a John?—barger, for demonstrating and ex interesting fields for the study of bridesmaids, and Ernest James, changed, as well as getting the de Martha McKenzie o f Missoula will
and creative activities.
brother of the bride, and Ray Kain sired number. One new* book added play the part o f the maid. Miss
perimental purposes. The machine
In addition to this, stress is placed Fox Trot— Waring's Penns.
geology, local history and botany in attended the groom.
for next year is the abridged dic McKenzie played the Old Hen and
8— There's Something Nice Aboutoriginally cost in the neighborhood of
on scientific studies, for it is believed
Mrs. Brennan graduated from the tionary, published by Funk and Wag- the Magpie in “ Chantecler.”
$1,000. It is so powerful that the! this region, and the nearly 30 excurEveryone—
Shilkret’s
Orchestra.
by the promoters o f the Winnetka
9— My Old Kentucky Home— Sowhole o f the human body may be Zionists who participated in Satur- University in 1925, receiving a B. A. nalls, which is to be purchased by all
William Garver o f Missoula will
school system that “ poetic aspiration
viewed at one observation.
It will day's week-end trip were given op- degree in English, aud for the past freshman English students.
play Doolan.
without science produces sentimental prano Solo— Rosa Ponselle.
10— Sweet Someone—Fox Trot—be particularly serviceable in the) p0rtunity to go quite into detail in two years she has been teaching in | Force Bnnev, Frank Chicester and
insanity, while scientific method
problems of the study of crystal these phases of the jaunt.
There the Superior high school. Mr. Bren* I Ted Hodges have assisted Mr. Mc
without poetic aspiration is almost Loomis' Orchestra.
interesting visit to the nan is also a graduate of the class of Collum in the store this summer.
I I — The Doll Dance— Shilkret’s structure, for by the use of X-Rays, was also an interesting
sure to produce cynical insanity.”
the
location
o
f
the
position
that
the
Orchestra.
ranger's cabin near the summit oi ’25, getting a B. A. in business adSince graduation he
12— Down South— Vocal— Kveready molecule occupies in n given crystal Lolo pass, and a trip over the com ministration.
ELIZABETH SNOW
may
be
determined.
It
will
also
per
Group.
pleted section of the new forest high has been associated with his father
LEAVES FOR PARIS
13—
L:: Beneath a Rose mit experimentation to be carried on way which * is being built into the in the garage business.
Head
in
the
interesting
phenomens
o
f
con
Mrs.
Brennan
is
a
member
of
Alpha
Eugene Finch, instructor in English
— Gunsky.
Clearwater country.
Elizabeth Snow of Billings, former at the State University, is leaving
ducting
Dr. Bradley put the geologists Phi sororily and Mr. Brennan is n
14—
Forgive Me—Solo— Gene
Auselectricity through gases.
State University student, departed for Yale September 5. Mr. Finch
tin.
through their paces in thorough mnn- member of Sigma Kappa fraternity.
Mr. and Mrs. Brennan left after from New York for Paris last Friday, will study there next year for his
ner; Professor Sc very found a lot of
15— Muddy Water— Fox Trot— j BRUCE MoKINNON PLANS
George T. Armitage, executive sec
TO TOUR WORLD WITH
new speciments for botany workers; the ceremony for Chicago, where they according to word received here. She Pli.D., working on some phase of
retary of the Hawaii tourist bureau, Paul Whitemai l’s Orchestra.
ANOTHER DARTMOUTH MAN Mr. Ramskill explained the forestry will pass a couple of weeks, after is making the trip in the liner De- American literature.
1C—The Serenade- -Lucy Marsh
is now touring the United States in
Grasse. While in Paris she will be
Mr. Finch attended the University
---------phases of the journey and Dean Stone which they will be at home here.
the interest of promoting tourist and Rodinun.
the guest of her sis.ter, Mrs. Lawton o f Montana for three years and he
17— Sentimental Rose —< Loomis'I Miss “Jack” Parsons, Bruce Me- spoke o f the historical associations of
travel to the Islands. He has built
S.
Parker. Miss Snow will study at received his A.B. from Columbia uni
AL BLUMENTHAL WRITES
I Kinnon, Kenneth Meyercord and Pete the famous canyon.
up the tourist travel'to such an ex Orchestra.
versity in 1923. Since 1925 he has
FROM CHICAGO UNIVERSITY; j the Sorboune in Paris.
18—
Home Sweet-Marion
Home-Calloway spent the week-end with
Camp was made at noon near the
tent within the past few years thut
Miss Snow attended the University been instructor in English at the
GOT B. A. DEGREE HEREi
j Miss “ Billy” Kester at her summer j H ot' Springs. Here lunch was served
it is now considered the third largest j Talley.
two years ago. She is a member of
Shome at Lincoln. Mr. McKinnon was and the afternoon was spent in field,
industry o f the Hawaiian group, bc-j
----Kappa Alpha Theta.
j a student
student at
at Montana
Montana university
university in
inj jwork
work and
and in
in the
the swimming
swimming plunge.
plunge, I.j
|a
Word has been received from Aling superceeded only by sugar and {STUDENT FROM INDIA
pineapple.
GATHERS INFORMATION
I 1925-26. lie studied at Dnrtmounth Supper was at 6:30 and. after a brief bert Blumenthal, who is now studying
MISS ELOISE PATTEN
Mr. Armitage was graduated from
FROM FORESTRY SCHOOL fcll*s year* and both he and Mr. Meyer- post-prandial talk, the start for home l01’ bis doctorate in sociology at the
IS VISITING AT HOME
____ _____
j cord graduated from . Dartmouth in| was made.
It was one of the most |University •of Chicago. He says lie
the University School of Journalism
field trips of the year. misses the good Missoula weather and I
in 1014. On his trip to the United
Mii
Elo
Patten, graduate of
IX II. Moorly Rao of Bangalore, June. Mr. McKinnon and Mr. Meyer- successful
States he is accompanied, by Mrs. India, is spending a week in the cord will pass through Missoula on
w ill Make Long Climbs
that it has been very hot there. Peo-j
'26, is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Armitage (Louise Webber, also -a vicinity of Missoula making an ex
Mrs. F. S. Patten, and sisters at
o f the world, which will inNext Saturday and Sunday the Inst
in Chicago looked suspiciously at
Montana graduate) who is at the haustive study of forestry and lum elude Seattle, Victoria, China, Manila, week-end trip of the year will take 8ome of tkc silver dollars he used to
Miss
Operations at radio station KUOM 743 South Second street.
present time visiting her mother in bering in the logging camps and lum India and Europe. They expect to students into the heart o f the Mission l)a^'
purchases. The. work is were discontinued last Thursday for Patten is Technician at Emanuel
Great Falls. Both expect to be here ber mills, and getting forestry in return about September, 1028.
mountains— the canyon of a thousand |hard’ ]>ut h5_ likes
antl
getting ] the remainder o f the summer. The Hospital, Portland, Oregon, where
for Homecoming.
formation at the Universtiy Forestry
cataracts. Camp will be made at the along fine. He was surprised recently unusual amount. o f rain this season she has been the past year. Miss
school for his thesis. He is working
To Medicine Springs
foot of the Mission falls and there when his father and mother dropped' has been unfavorable to forest fires, Patten has degrees from both the
Sammle Graham Returns
for his master's degree at the Uni
will be hikes in various directions in unexpectedly to see him on their and there has been fewer o f them Pharmacy and Biology departments
versity o f Washington. IPs studios
Misses Annabell and Maureen Dear and of different lengths to accomo way home from Rochester, Minne than usual. Dr. E. M. Little has o f the University. She will be here
Miss Sammic Graham returned to have taken him through the camps mond and Miss Muriel Rowe and her date those participating. The longest sota. Mr. Blumenthal received his had charge o f these radio reports, and until the last of next week, when she
Missoula Monday from Los Angejcs, and mills of California, Oregon, sister, all of Dillon, passed a short climb will be to the lake at the head master’s degree this June from the I has broadcast at 9 o'clock every eve will drive back to Portland.
where she went after school was out Washington and Montana.
After ting
Missoula last week-end on] of th
on; others will be to University of Montana.
ning. This service has been issued
this June to visit her mother and graduation, Mr. Rao expects to re their
y to Medicine Hot Springs, nearer points. Registration for this I
--------------------------------under the cooperation of the Black- THEODORE L. RAMSEY
friends.
Miss Graham graduated turn home by way o f Europe fori where
ey were going for a vaca trip will close Thursday night.
MERRITT AND BISHOP
foot Lumber Protective association
MARRIES LAST WEEK
from the Physical Education depart further study. At home, in India, he tion.
------------ -------------------.
s w i m r i v e r s u n d a y |and the United States forest service.
ment of the University.
will enter government forestry serv
SIGMA CHI PICNIC
!
--------Friends here have received an
Plans for the fail will be announced
ice ns utilitarian officer.
Weisbergs at Flathead
--------Frank Merritt, ’30. and Kmil Bis- later, as they are not fully matured. nouncements o f the marriage of Theo
Makes Visit to Campus
Members of the Sigma Chi frater- hop, life guard at the Crystal pool,! The station is to be completely re dore L. Ramsey, a graduate of the
Addresses Clubs
Mr. and Mrs. A. II. Weis berg spent nity, who are staying at the chapter will swim down the Missoula river] novated and greatly enlarged. When State University with the class of
Charles P. Valentine, for several
the week-end at Flathea^lake. They house this summer, and their guests Sunday. They will swim seven miles,! broadcasting is resumed in the fall, '23, to Miss Nellie Reid o f Sioux
years an instructor in the School of
Professor 8. It. Logan addressed j had
enjoyable trip and Mr. held a picnic up Miller crock canyon Jfrom the Milltown dam to the Higgius a much larger area will be covered. Falls, S. D., on August 5. They are
Pharmacy and at present employed the Rotary club on Monday and the Weisberg says that the scenery aloug last Sunday. The trip was made in I avenue bridge. The boys will start!
Dr. Shallenberger, of the Science de making their home in Sioux Falls.
by the Chatfiehl Drug company, was Kiwanis club on Tuesday. He told the road from Somers this way rivals the truck owned by Norman Ilamill.I at one o’clock aud the swim will take]
partment, has general charge of the Mr. Ramsey is a member o f the local
a recent campus visitor.
of the Winnetka plan o f teaching.
that o f the Columbia highway.
There were 12 persons iu attendance, about five hours.
broadcasting station.
Phi Delta Theta social fraternity.
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Radio Station Closes
Until Next September
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Pragmatism
RAG M ATISM has been a much dis
cussed subject on the campus this
summer. It has sought recognition in
both lecture hall and class room. Profes
sors have endeavored to make its meaning
clear. Students have listened attentively
to catch the gist o f the explanations. What
is this intangible something we call prag
matism which is invading our minds and

■

High Winds.
By Arthur Train.
Charles Scribner’s Sons.

$2.

declaring a right to set up a kingdom in
the soul o f our modern youth?
Melvin A. Brannon, in last week’s convo
cation address said, “ The philosophy of
pragmatism is adapted to the age and is
an attitude o f present day youth.” It is
a new phase o f our philosophy which offers
the theory that nothing can be considered
as final or as an end attained. Hence it is
an idealistic philosophy; because an ideal
is a standard o f perfection which we spend
most o f our lives striving to attain, but
seldom reach.
W ebster’s New Popular dictionary
states that pragmatism is technically “ a
new name fo r some old ways of think
ing.” Then, we may infer that it is a close
kin to change, and since change is the most
unchangeable thing in the world, there is
every reason fo r believing that we should
hail them both as forem ost manifestations
o f our present day philosophy.
Pragmatism is a process of our social
evolution which seeks to work out a new
theory o f reality. W e are living in an age
which earnestly desires truth, knowledge
and frankness above all else. Therefore
it is very probable that this new philosophy
will help us solve our perplexing problems.
— H. S.

tion in much the same plan as has
been followed in Denmark. He would
take the young from 18 to 25 years
of age. People older than that have
their philosophy o f life pretty well
established and it is hard to influence
them. The schools in Denmark oper
ate without texts,- but with a live
leader or lecturer, and for years they
have continued to operate and to have
a wholesome effect upon the people
o f that nation. Dr. Hart believes
that the American youth can likewise
be educated; to be free thinkers who
can work away from the dogmas and
doctrines which hold the communities
as in a cast, and they will solve many
o f our present problems, so that
democracy may live. He thinks that
the American youth can be trusted
with greater freedom and that their
use of it will be beneficial.

REV. YOUNG TO GO
TO CHICAGO SOON
Rev. William L. Young, director of
the School o f Religion in our Uni
versity, plans to go to Chicago next
Thursday in the interest of his de
partment here.
His courses'in the University con
tinued only through the first six
weeks o f summer school. The at
tendance in the classes was quite
large, showing much interest in this
work. Dr. Birney Smith was a valu
able help during this summer ses
sion.
Mr. Young is now enjoying a short
vacation and on Tuesday drove to
Alberton to visit friends and to at
tend an anniversary gathering.
His sister-in-law, Mrs. Kreuger,
with her children are now visiting at
his home on Connell avenue.

Again high winds sweep clean
places in the street o f life.
When the truth is said, in their
own minds, individuals count them
selves as poor things mostly. No
one really has a good opinion of him
self. Every man (or every woman)
WANTS to have a good opinion of
himself and so he goes to the other
chap to bolster up the opinion he
wants to accrue. Usually that “ does.”
Sometimes it doesn’t— then there is
a story— or not: depends on how clean
the high winds sweep . . .
And so, since the war, the high
“ Ned McCobb’s Daughter.”
winds sweeping cleaner and cleaner,
By Sidney Howard.
Visit Mary Konesky
individuals see themselves a littlle
Scribner’ s (F or the Theatre Guild)
less in other persons’ opinions of
Mrs.
George
L. *Altishin and Miss
themselves— or trust less in what New York City.
Helen Konesky of Portland, Oregon,
they see— for fear of the winds.
“ Carie, you ’n’ me’s got character. spent Tuesday afternoon with their
And so we have two sisters who Character, dat’s wat we’ ve got.” So
sister, Miss Mary Konesky, at Corbin
were caught in high winds; one de
says Babe Callahan, and so may be hall. They are driving to their home
pended on the luck that had brought
from Great Falls, 'where they have
(heretofore) winds that, swept clean said o fMr. Howard’s play. Unques
been visiting their parents for the
— but. not bare— and the other knew! tionably, it has character.
last few weeks.
Sidney Howard has taken for his
that winds weren’t to be trusted, and
built a lonely little house that had locale a little town in Maine, where
Washington Professor Here
nothing to fear from the wind.
j the people, according to the author,
A good, rather intricate story of speak the loveliest dialect in America.
P. II. Dirstine, Dean of the School
these times of high winds— high winds As his principal characters he has
of Pharmacy at Washington State col
that bring freshness . of understand used Carrie McCobb Callahan of
lege, while on business in Missoula
ing —- if
only
momentarily — with Maine, daughter of Capt’n Ned Mc
called on Dean Mollett and inspected
them . . .
Cobb, and Bab£ Callahan of New
the Montana Pharmacy school.
York. Around these two figures and |
The Bacchante.
their conflict the play revolves. Their
Guest at Evans Home
By Robert Hitchens.
conflict is the fight between Carrie’ s
Cosmopolitan, $2.50.
honesty and shrewdness and Babe’s
Miss Marshall Hall of Philadelphia,
Vay Morris paid for her rise to suc intrigue and cleverness.
who is taking summer school work
cess and fame. She had a clean
Sidney Howard, in his preface to here, was the guest of Honorable and
ticket the very minute the Dale asked “ Lucky Sam McCarver,” said that I
Mrs. John M. Evans at their sum
her to try the lead in his play. But the actor, was the central and dom- >
mer home on Flathead lake last
Dale didn’t know it— that is why the mating figure in the theater. He has
week-end.
story might be more the education certainly been true to his belief for
o f Martin Dale than o f Valentine he has written “ Ned McCobb’s
Dean Visits in Helena
Morris.
Daughter” for one person in the the
Hitchens knows so well how to ater— the actor. It’s an actor’s play
Mrs. Harriet R. Sedman, dean of
translate, and sublimate the common from beginning to end. Howard in |
women, is spending the week in Hel
place that he somehow revels in it— all his plays has written good acting
ena, visiting her brother, Wellington
with boring results sometimes. But parts, and in “ Ned McCobb’s Daugh
D. Rankin.
for the major part he must be said ter” even more so.
to control and restrain enough to do
However, he seems incapable of
MacDONALDS HERE
justice to his purpose.
combining characterization with plot
Hitchens has written another good or story. What story there is to the
Ronnie and Charles MacDonald,
book—but not as good as “ The Un play is badly told . Howard not only
graduates of the Law school, visited
earthly.” However, those who are tells a poor story badly, but rings in
the campus last week-end on their
looking for a good inside of theater in the telling many of the worst bro
way from California to Big Timber.
London will be pleased immensely.
mides of the stage.
Both are practicing law in San Fran
“ Ned McCobb’s Daughter” is not a cisco.'
Adult Education.
good play, but its fine characterization
By Joseph E. Hart.
and its piquant dialogue make it an
Trip to Kalispell
Crowell’s Social Science Series.
interesting one to read and to sec.
Dr. Joseph K. Hart, associate ed
....Professor Payne Templeton spent
itor of the “ Survey,” has just com-1
the week-end in-Kalispell attending
THE YOUNG LADY
pleted a new book entitled “ Adult
to matters prior to the opening of the
ACROSS THE WAV
Education.” It is, as he states, “ a
county high school of which In
ringing challenge to our whole sys
principal.
tem of education. A startling crit
icism with an expose of its stupid
Ann Miller on Campus
ities.”
He has followed the same
plan that Charles Dickens used in
Ann Miller- of Wisdom arrived in
his criticisms o f the public schools
Missoula Tuesday to pass a few days
in his day, by an overstress of the
visiting as the guest of Elsie Gusevils.
danovitch at the Kappa Delta house.
Dr. Hart begins with the twentieth
Miss Miller was graduated from the
century’s inheritance and then shows
University this June.
what progress has been made in in
dustry, following it with the need of
THE TEMPTATION
progress in education to keep time
with the industrial revolution. He
“ Whatever induced you to marry
says in part, “ Our age is uneasy with
me, anyway, if I ’m so distasteful to
its problems and its unsuccessful ef
you?” he asked fiercely.
forts to solve them. We have tried
“ I think it was the ads,” she re
to do it by legislation, by the com
plied.
pulsory schooling of little children,
“ The what?”
by behavioristic psychology, by labor
“ The advertisements. The house
unions and industrial unions and
hold bargains, you know. I thought
other programs.” The next sugges
it would be so lovely to go to the
tion is to try adult education.
department stores and buy ice picks
The elementary schools cannot
for only 9 cents and 25-eent eggsolve the problem and Dr. Hart crit
beaters marked down to 14, and so on.
icizes the high schools for drowning
O f course I hod no use for that sort
the pupils with ideas. In regard to
of stuff as long as I remained single.”
college and university education he
says “ most college and university
VALUABLE THUMB
professors are utterly untrained as
teachers. The crimes against mind
“ How, madam,” demanded the at
that are committed daily on all col
torney for the defense in n compen
lege campuses are incalculable.”
The young lady across the way says sation case, “ can you prove that the
Professor Stuart Paton charges that I what she can’t understand is how a thumb you lost in* this accident was
colleges are repressing at least 75 baseball player can bat over .300 worth $5,000?” per cent of the available brain power when he’s been at bat only 275 times
“ It was the thumb,” retorted the
o f their students.
in the whole season, and she sup- plaintiff, “ under which I kept my hus
Dr. Hart’s solution is adult educa 1poses it’s a typographical error.
band.”
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Campus Corners
Forestry Nursery Contains
Many Specimens
There is no more interesting spot
on the Montana campus than the
forestry nursery, down on the north
eastern corner of the University
giounds. Here are a million little
The Boy Friend
trees— moBt of them grown this sea
Says that figures don’t lie— girls
son from seeds— propagated for the
purpose of supplying Montana farm are wearing less clothes nowadays.
ers with suitable trees for windbreaks,
It must be rather a jolt to the avornamentation and general protective
purposes. This work is conducted ■erage high school senior, who fancies
by the School of Forestry in coopera his education almost complete, to
tion with the department of agri 'hear that the University is putting
culture, under the direction of Pro into effect this coming fail a rule
fessor Door Skeels, whose specialty that forces a certain amount of
studying of the dictionary.
is silviculture.
We are rather proud of the fact
In addition to varieties whose worth
as farm shelter is known, experi that we are among the first of the
colleges
to teach the -freshmen their
ments are being carried on to deter
mine if there are not others which own language. At times, however, we
I
feel
that
it should not be limited to
are even better. In the million or
more little trees there are represent the freshmen.
atives of many foreign countries in
addition to the native trees which are
being grown. There are thousands
of baby blue 8pruce from Colorado;
Norway spruce; white spruce from
the Black hills; Japanese arbor Yitae;
Mughus pine from the Himalayas;
Siberian pea trees; Judas trees; Cali
fornia redwood; Chinese elms— the
list is long and represents not only
great care in propagation but vast
effort in gathering the seed from their
native regions.
There are maples, elms, poplars,
eatalpas, locust, American elms, lilacs,
roses— scores of natives w’Jich are
thriving and which will be ready for
distribution to Montana farmers in
the autumn o‘r spring. It is inter
esting to walk through the nursery
and listen to the commet of Profes
sor Skeels as he points out his varied
and extensive beds of little stock.
“ The Black Hills white spruce,”
lie says, “ is rather remarkable. It
is identical with the white spruce of
the eastern coast, but it is found
nowhere between the Atlantic* and
the Black Hills; it is an instance of
long-distance dissemination of var
ieties which has not yet been ex
plained. But' it seems to be doing
well here, judging from the results
of this year’ s planting;. The Siberian
pea tree is certain to flourish here.
It is specially hardy and is the best
basis for shelter-belt development
that I know. It can be grown in
rows or in hedges and supplemented
by other varieties according to lo
cation.”
There’s a story for every nursery
bed that is wqrtli hearing. No sum
mer* resident o f the campus should
miss a visit here.

EMIL BLUMENTHAL
RETURNS TO STATE

Our Girl
Says that in the school of love,
man may grow more experienced, but
he seldom grows more sagacious.
The romance is ended when the
bride says, “ Why don’t you bring me
candy in a box any more?”
AVithout putting our state too much
above some o f our sister states, we
can boast, with some little ego, that
we may at least discuss monkeys on
the Montana campus without, being
run out of town on a rail.
My Girl
Says that people have no business
kissing— that is a pleasure.
Revelation
It was on the Montana campus
during the last summer session. Most
o f the class had spoken on subjects
relative to the course and at last her
turn came. She had prepared quite
a few notes and spoke well, if not in
line with the path followed by the
latest men of science along the same
subjects.
When the speech was over the in
structor took a somewhat opposite
view and stated his beliefs. Holding
herself somewhat in check for a
while the former speak listened to
the instructor. Her patience finally
gave out and determinedly arising she
somewhat acridly said, “ Well, I know
that I am right. Why, I taught that
for twenty years.”
When an Albanian shakes his head
he means yes. That’s nothing to us.
Our Montana co-eds have been do-,
ing that since the formation o f the
University.

The Fraternity Man
Gets credit for being wild without
Emil Blumeuthal, a former Univer- going to the trouble of earning a repsity of Montana student and half- utation.
miler on the track, graduated from
the Stanford University Medical
Who was it that said a fat girl
School last June and hiked from needs no other protection?
—
(California hack to Montana, via Port*
•>
Summer School Students
land. He is now working in his
father’s assay office at Philipsburg.
Don't let the faculty fool you into

believing the University is as easy as
NEW USE FOR TONGUES
the summer session implies. If you
must know the truth, the faculty is
The patient banged the bathroom
just resting up to make that mighty door with a crash that sent echoes
breeze in the fall that thins out the rolling throughout the hospital.
He collided with a nurse, and raised
frosh like leaves on a tree.
his voice in protest.
“ This is n
The Cynic’s Calendar
wretched place, this is,” he cried.
If looks could kill, a good many “ Only one small bit o f soap in the
mirrors would be up for murder.
bathroom, and no flannel or sponge to
wash my face with.”
Famous Sayings— or Soaplngs
“ Well,” said the nures tartly, “ I
“ Well— we can still be friends, suppose you have a tongue in your
head?”
can’t w e?”
Of course we never knock another
“ Yes,” replied the ruffled patient,
fraternity, but------ ”
“ but I’m not a contortionist.”
“ I had a wonderful notebook, Prof,
Misses Pearl Opheim and Thalia
but I lost it.”
“ I quit her when she started going Culver spent Sunday picnicing up the
Rattlesnake.
with the other fellow.”
I learned about
little brother.

fomen from her-

Summer school is about over and
the funniest thing to the writer of
this column is the cynical way in I
which the editress captioned the I
column under the head of “ Humor.”

Last Call
You will have to hurry
if you want to get in on

BACTERIOLOGY CLASS
MAKES MILK TESTS
Members of the class in Bacteriol
ogy are making tests with milk this
week and next, under the direction of
Professor Cotner. Samples of fresh
milk have been provided by several
housewives from town as it was de
livered from the dairies, and the
class is determining its bacteria count
and identifying contamination. This
work demands perfect technique and
is the last unit of work for the course,
although several members have made
plans to plate cultures o f soil, air,
water, and other media.

the big sale— a few days
more will end it.

The Toggery
228 Higgins Ave.

BLUEBIRD
LAST TIMES TODAY

Dr. Ford's
Cannibal Show
Featuring two fire-eat
ing, glass-eating South
Sea Island cannibals.
Also—

Five A cts o f

Colling Shoe Shop

V audeville

303 North Higgins
Phone 732-W

Craftsmanship and Art
are essentials of
GOOD SHOE
REPAIRING

The J U L I E T

WE DO IT RIGHT!

Youngren Shoe Shop
Ray P. Woods
Basement Higgins Blk.

WEDDING and
ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
An trtUttc triumph in design
and quality — accepted by
society leaden everywhere,
in White Gold, Green Gold
and Iridio-PUtinum

M idget Photos

Made by BOWDEN
1Vtiding Rings— Standard

Compus Views and Mon
tana Scenery— 5c Each

B. & H. JEWELRY CO.

McKAY ART COMPANY

* where savings are greatest* ’
123-125-127-129 East Main St.

Missoula, Mont.

“ G et A cquainted” Box
Introduces a New Line—

DON’T FORGET

JACIEL

The State University

The planning and research of many months has
resulted at last, in the introduction of a really fine
line of toilet preparations.
Introductory Offer
This box contains more than samples
-—a large size box of powder and a 2
ounce jair each of face and vanishing
cream at one opening price!

98c

HOM ECOM ING
University Campus, Missoula
October 14 and 15

Live Again Your College Days
College Chums

College Scenes

College Spirit

AND DON’T FORGET THE GREATEST

[ Viva- tons.

like lift itself

CONFLICT EVER SCHEDULED ON

a

DORNBLASER FIELD

University o f W ashington
Versus
L U C K Y L1NDY

University o f M ontana

and

LIN D BERG H —
The Eagle of the U. S. A.
HEAR THIS NUMBER
on Columbia Electric Records
August Releases Just Received

O R V IS M U SIC H O U SE
115 West Cedar

For the first time in the history of the two
schools the Washington aggregation will leave
their own haunts to engage the Grizzly
in football

The High Spots of the Program
SOS

RECEPTION
GAME

MEETING

DINNER

PARADE

DANCE

THE
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STUDENTS COMPLETE
WORK FOR DEGREES

Roland Holt Writes
on Broadway Plays

MANE EXPERIMENTS

to teach are: Florence Anderson,
Sr. Mary Dolorita, Ruth Orr Bennett,
Sadie Bryson, Mary Cavitt, Herbert
Dunn, Sr. Margaret Hamel, Theodore
Hodges, Elsie Janson, Gladys Leib,
Isabel Lentz, Verna Shugard Mark | T. E. Smalley and wife and Dr.
ham, Gustave Mertz, Anne Miller, and Mrs. J. E. Kirkwood and da ughCatherine Miller, Margaret Mullane,
I ter; Mary, drove up Lolo last week
Winifred Oberhauser, Conrad Orr,
Emma Quast, Margaret Sullivan, end for a fishing and outing trip.

!Dr. J. E. Kirkwood
I Names Camping Place

One of the first attractive camping:
places, about 10 miles up the eaisjvm,
Twenty*three students have made
is known as “ Six Willows,” having
application for degrees to be granted
been named thus some time ago bg
at the end of the summer quarter,
Dr. Kirkwood because there are sis
and 25 students have applied for the
varieties of willows at that spot,
University certificate of qualification
which is an unusual feature.
to teach.
The candidates for degrees and
They found this to be a popular
Misses Margaret Daly, Elsie Emitt
their major departments are: Biol Anne Thomas, Alexander Wilson,
ogy, Byron Tarbox; botany, Flor Dorothy Phelps, Carma Cole Scheid place, there being scores of cars of er and Gertrude Tebo and Mrs.
_________ - people out to enjoy the beautiful
[. O. Rasmussen spent the week-endence Anderson; economics, Catherine and Elsie Eminger.
; scenery and the restful shade, or to t Lake Ronan.
Miller, Carina Cole Scheid; English,
Mary Cavitt; fine arts, Ruth Davis;
geology, James McDowell; history,
Theodore Hodges; home economics,
Summer school students
Sr. Mary Dolorita, Ruth Bennett,
should not delay in becom
Sadie Bryson, Sr. Margaret TIamel,
Drugs and Toilet Articles for Every Use
ing acquainted at
and Anne Thomas; Latin, Margaret
PUBLIC DRUG STORE
Sullivan; physical education, Emma
Quast; Spanish, Gladys Leib, Anne
Near Florence Hotel
Miller, Margaret Mullane; business
administration, Otho McLean, Yerna
Shugard Markham, Winifred Oberhauser; forestry, Raymond Tennant;
pharmacy, Helen Jones.
University Bus Line
‘ Those who have applied fo f the
University certificate of qualification
and Drivurself Cars
Kelly-Springfield Tires

By all odds the greatest service to
the foreign drama in the New York
season o f 1920-27 was done by the
Suuvenir Programs, a 34-Pago Book American manager and actress, Eva Ramskill and Shallenberger Investi
gate Properties of Wood by
let, Will bo Published -and
Le Gallienne, who, with her Civic
Means of Electricity
Put on Sale
Repertory Theater, gave us the only
real repertory in the continental
sense that we have had (outside of
During the past year Jerry Rams
Arrangements arc well under way foreign companies visiting for a few
kill, instructor in the Forestry school,
for the State University’s 13th an weeks) since the collapse with the
nual Homecoming celebration, sched war, o f the unforgettable German and Professor Shallenberger of the
Physics department have been in
uled for October 14 and 15. This theater in Irving place. Miss Le Galpromises to be one of the greatest liennc gave us the only Ibsen (ex  vestigating the properties of wood,
with
the view o f determining the
cepting
Mrs.
Fiske’s
“
Ghosts”
)
of
gatherings of its kind ever staged V>n
the Montana campus.
Besides the our season, with “ The Master Build moisture content, by the means of
electricity.
er”
and
“
John
Gabriel
Borkman,”
Homecoming game between the Uni
During the seasoning process it is
versity of Washington and the Uni and the only Shakespeare (excepting
the “ Twelfth Night” by the American essential to know tho approximate
versity' of Montana, a full program
Laboratory
theater
and
a
May
week
portion
o f water contained iii wood.
has been arranged for the. two day
o f “ Julius Cnesar’v^by The Players). So far, there has been no adequate
celebration.
It was a pity though that she (as means developed to determine the
There will be a general committee
Copen u had once done) mounted moisture content. Through their ex
meeting about the middle of next
“ Twelfth Night,” Shakespeare’ s most periments Mr. Ramskill and Profes
week in order that the committee
She sor Shallenberger have developed a
members who will be leaving after poetic comedy, grotesquely.
opened with a production of.B en a - process whereby they are able to
summer school may attend. Then
vente’s elaborate “ Saturday Night,” determine almost instantaneously,
1100
Phone
general committee consists of N. B.
requiring a cast, of appalling length. through electrical means, the moisture
Beck, Ernest Atkinson, J. B. Speer,
It was her only failure. Her pro content. This has lend to a study
Mrs. G. A. Porter, Carl Blair, Carl
duction of Tchekov’s loosely knit of the chemical properties of wood.
Kleaners That Klean
McFarland, Morris McCollum, Arportrait gallery “ The Three Sisters Through the same process they are
nold Gillette, Kirk Badgley, Secretary
.
P •
,
.
_
^
„
.
.
.
.
rv.»«
:
"'as
a success,
508 South Higgins
W. C. Peat o f the Chamber o f Com-, * because o f, the adrair able to determine accurately the
able acting 'and atmosphere.
cellulose and sugar content.
The
merce, and Robert Harper.
General Insurance.
Phone 500
same may be said o f her popular Si former should prove an aid to the
Plans for advertising the Home
erras’ “The Cradle Song,” a two-act pulp industry as cellulose is the basis
coming celebration arc made. Stories
Bonds
Real Estate
piece almost without story interest, o f paper. The latter will be valuable
are being sent out to all the daily
but full of exquisite humanity, i f to the sugar industry in determining
Insurance
papers and the prominent weekly
goes on the road for 1927-8. Miss the amount of sugar in sugar beets.
publications.
An order has been
TEACHERS NEEDED
Le Gallienne is a great admirer of
This is the first time that such
placed with the McQueen company,
Splendid Openings in All Depart*
Duse, and successfully took her place investigation has been made.
The
ments. Phene 654 or Call
Dallas, Texas, for window stickers.
in a rococo revival o f Goldoni’s brittle work is far from complete. They ex
Smead-SImons Bldg.
The stickers consist o f football men
“ La Locondiera.”
Everything she pect to continue their investigation
in the University colors, copper, silver
did (excepting “ Saturday Night” ) was throughout the coming year.
Mr.
and gold. The Homecoming dates
Missoula, Montana
a revival o f a standard work, and one Ramskill has been working on it dur
are printed at the feet of each. A
o f the finest was Susan Glaspell’s ing this summer.
complete schedule for the University
drama o f an heroc girl’s sacrifice
Came
Here
in
1921
football season is printed on the back
“ Inheritors,” the only play by an
Mr. Ramskill came to Montana as
Considerate attention and
of the sticker. One o f the stickers
American done at that theater. Next an instructor in the Forestry school
will be sent to each alumnus o f the
service in our
to this most distinguished reportory in 1921. He spent the period from
University, with reservation blanks
Dining room and
came the acting of her remarkable 1901 to 1903 at the Forestry school
for tickets for Homecoming: Others
guest rooms
company.
Considering that these at Cornell and the following year
A Fine Place to Eat
of these stickers will be distributed
plays were given at a “ top” $1.65, at Yale. He was connected with the
to owners o f cars in Missoula, and
against the $$3.S5 charged for “ The United States Forestry Service for
Reasonably Priced
also in nearby towns.
R. A. McNAB, Prop.
Road to Rome” . and other bits, the 11 years as Forestry Assistant and
Souvenir Programs
mountings and costumes, designed by |Forestry Examiner.
He was in
Homecoming souvenir programs
E. G. Calthrop, were remarkably ef-l Burma, British India, for four years
are being published by the Uni
fective, in emphasizing the character with a private concern.
He also
versity under the direction
of
istics of Spain, Italy, Russia, Nor spent one year in the United States
Doug Thomas and Bob MacKenzie.
way and our own Middle West.
in private forestry work. Mr. Rams
These consist o f a 34-page booklet,
Repertory has become here, as in kill has specialized in the “ Study of
containing cuts, history and scores
We will have with us for the remainder of the week
England, a word to charm with. Some I Wood as a Substance, Its Properties
of both teams. They will be placed
o f the better local stock companies, and Use.”
MISS BALDWIN
on sale at the news stands, as well
which exhaust' their audience for any
A Cara Nome Beauty Specialist
as being sold at the game. This is
play in a week, are even themselves STEGNER AND GRAY PASS
the first time that a real souvenir
who will give Facial Treatments without charge.
repertory companies.
Last season
WEEK-END AT BIG CREEK
program has been put out at Mon
Appointments at your home or the store.
the very successful Theatre Guild
tana. It is patterned on the type
was for a brief period running six
Guy Stegner, coach at the Missoula
used by the large coast schools and
plays in three theaters, that is two high school and University graduate;
eastern colleges.
to a theater on alternate weeks. They of *22, and Howard Gray, superin
It is also planned to invite business called that repertory. The Neighbor
tendent o f schools at Judith Gap,
men from Seattle and from neighbor
The House of Service
hood playhouse sometimes would al-1 spent the week-end in Big Creek |
ing cities in the state to attend the
ternate two plays for half weeks, j canyon fishing. They had excellent
big celebration, and the committee is
That, too, was repertory. Boleslav- luck for this place is hard to reach 1
arranging for their entertainment.
sky,s noteworthy school, the Amer-1 and few attempt to get to it.
ican Laboratory theater, achieved in i
FILMS DEVELOPED FREE
some Weeks genuine repertory, with
AT FEE HOME
I three different plays,, but Miss Le
When Prints Are Made at
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Johnston of
GaU;enne,b”
re ° f “plays
i * paIra
fT
________
or
five different
m wi,h
a single
Cheyenne, Wyoming, spent Tuesday
ek.
visiting at the home o f Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ann Iteeley, social director of
Ira B. Fee. Mi*, and Mrs. Johnston j
Corbin hall, has made the summer j
Offered Teaching Fellowship
were en route to California.
session of the University
sue-1 Charles W. Abbot, student assistant
cessful from the standpoint o f extra- in the Pharmacy school in 1926, has
Mrs. McGee Visits Daughter
curricular social activities.
been offered a teaching fellowship at
Under her direction the entertain- tjie University o f Tennessee.
Mrs. George T. McGee returned to
_____ 1_______________
ment calendar scheduled two mixer I
day to her home in Helena following j
dances, an afternoon tea, an evening I
a week's visit with her daughter, Miss
of games on the oval, a swimming
Margaret McGee, who is a summer
601 Woody Street
110 West Main
party and a picnic supper at Greenstudent here.
ongh park. Students have also been I
EVERYTHNG IN GROCERIES
provided opportunity to participate in I
bridge and dancing at North hall after
Mrs. It. I-. McGee of Helena is
dinner.
visiting her daughter, Margaret, at
Miss Reeley is a graduate o f the Corbin hall.
University and has been entertainMiss Fernadell. Keith attended her I
ment director at Yellowstone park for s,s*er s wedding a* Dillon last weektwo summers. One summer was spent en<I*
SUITCASES as low as
at Mammoth and the other at Old
Mrs. F. L. Burdick of Twin Bridges *
$2.45
Faithful.
j has been visiting her daughter at
r _____ ___:____________ _
Corbin ball.
HANDBAGS as low as
i Miss May Butler has returned from
$1.45
Flathead lake and Glacier park,
where she has sp en t. the past week
A Complete Line of
with friends. '
Trunks at Lowest
j Misses Theta Davis, Margaret
Prices
To Smoke or Not
Bettle, Mary Cavett, and Mrs. Eliza
to Smoke
Lee drove to Lolo Ilot Springs Sun
day afternoon, returning late in the
(With apologies to Bill Shakespeare) evening.
Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Wilson and
To smoke, or not to smoke, that is
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Bartholomew
the question—
SHOE AND CLOTHING
Whether *tis safer in the mind to spent the week-end at Alberton, get
COMPANY
ting ready to resume their work there
suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous the first part o f September.
II. X. s Ross, superintendent o f
gossip
Or to take fags against a sea of j schools at Saco, spent the week-end I
troubles
at Kalispell with his wife and sister. |
And by the smoking, end them?
I Miss Nettie Hand spent the week-.
To smoke— to sleep;
lend at Seeley lake.
And by a smoke to say we end
, Mr. and Mrs., Carl Turner and Mr.
Examinations and the thousand nat- a,1d Mrs. F. I). Haines and families
spent
Saturday and Sunday at Lolo
„
ural shocks
Teachers are heir to, ’ tis a consum Hot Springs.
D o n ’ t ever tou ch a Sw an
After
attending summer school for
mation
Eternal Pen to paper unless
Devoutly to be wished; T o smoke, six weeks, Henry Walter left for his i
you
want it to write. 11 always
home
in
Sheridan
last
Saturday.
Mr.
get caught;
makes its mark instantly.
Walter \\as doing graduate woi le in
Perchance to lose your- job
T
o anyone w h o know s
pharmacy
you’ re u woman; ay, there’s the!
fountain pens that fact is a
Margaret Parsons, librarian a the
rub.
When you want better than ordinary printing—
guarantee
that the Swan is
Universit
library,
le
ft last wcel for
For ’tis reserved to man, not woman
perfectly made and adjusted
To give us pause; there’s the respect Syracuse, N. Y., to spend her acaand you want it to cost you no more than neces
—
that
it
w
on’t
clog
or
balk,
tion.
That makes calamity for us girls:
w on’t flow unevenly or leak!
Edith Benbrooks, assistant ■atpFor we must bear the insolence of
sary— and you want it to impress all those who
It’s quick on the trigger, but
loguer at the Univer sity library, will
office and the spurns
leave Fr iday for 1Jtah for a few
it never fires until y o u ’ re
That patient merit takes
see it and to bring the desired results— just
ion.
ready! Come in and try one.
When superintendents, yea, them weeks’ vscat
Several University students attend
N o obligation!
selves
phone 550. Or better still, come to our shop.
ed the Knights o f Columbus picnic at
May our quietus make
And will not recommend us for an Flathead lake Sunday.
R. S. Logna passed Saturday and
other job
If we do smoke. But they, ah! me! Sunday visiting his parents, who re
|MS-PENCILS
S722
They do not bear the whips and scorns side at Stevensville.
Fred Finch, a graduate o f the State
Of tattle,and the idle gossip o f the
college, has been visiting w*ith Eugene
town
Handled by
W H E R E T H E K A I M I N IS P R I N T E D
Finch, instructor in English, during
When they do smoke a cigarette.

J

try their skill with the rod and line.

NOTICE

B E A U T Y A ID S

The High School Candy Shop

YELLOW CAB CO.

M O D E R N T IR E S H O P
Vulcanizing

Butte Cleaners

D re w -S treit C o.

E. L Huff Teachers’ Agency

120 West Main

Phone 103

M issoula H at and Cleaning Shop
AND SHOE SHINING PARLOR
Hats Cleaned and Blocked to Look Like New
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed by Experts

The

MEET ME AT

Florence Hotel

KELLEY S CIGAR STORE
3ODA

Where All the* Boys Meet
FOUNTAIN
IN
CONNECTION

Shapard Cafe

!
51

M issoula Cleaners and D yers
We Clean and Dye Everything from A to Z
Phone 1616

612 South Higgins Avenue

T O T H E L A D IE S —

Missoula Drug jCompany

Students Have Many
Activities This Year

Smith’s Drug Store

Hot Dogs-Hamburger-Beer
at the

MISSOULA CLUB

The State University
of Montana
Missoula, Montana

Farley C o.—A rcade

On the Campus

L-U-G-G-A-G-E

QUESTION

K E E N E 'S

J

Quick
on the trigger!

Costs Less

wan

And this, milords, it is a thing that the last week.
Ann Nilson, ’26, was a visitor iri
puzzles will
town for a .short time Tuesday.
And doth make cowards o f us al].'

Associated Students’ Store

The New Northwest

The Thirty-Third
Academic Year Opens
S e p te m b e r 2 0 y 1 9 2 7
W ith Courses O ffered in
The College of Arts and Sciences
Biology
Botany
Chemistry
Economics
Education
English

Fine Arts
Foreign Languages
Geology
History
Home Economics
Library Economy

Mathematics
Military Science
Physical Education
Physics
Psychology
Pre-Medics

The School of Business Administration
The School of Forestry
The School of Journalism
The School of Law
The School of Music
The School of Pharmacy
and the
Affiliated School of Religion

Freshman Week
An Introduction to University Life
The transition from secondary school to University is, under
the most favorable circumstances, difficult. To prevent the
mistakes and misconceptions so frequently made on entrance,
into the University the faculty has instituted a “ Freshman
Week.” A program has been arranged for the first five days
of the autumn quarter which will be supervised by the faculty,
the administration, and the upporclass students.

F or information- regarding the University address

THE REGISTRAR, STATE UNIVERSITY
Missoula, Montana

THE

4

PACIFIC COASI CONFERENCE
PRACTICE STARTS 8EPI. 15
Ch

Washington and Washington
State Promise Californians
a Hard Fight

j i n 0. H U N
: GIVES DEMDNSTRA1I0N
Olympic Swimming Champion
forms in University Pool
Tuesday

MONTANA

Thursday, August 11, 1927

KAIMIN

Dr. J. E. Kirkwood
Returns Wednesday

A Seance From Which
Emerges Groping Hand

ICE CREAM
When You Want It

Complete,

tense, black

darkness.

There are 13 people seated in a circle
in the liv|ngroom, holding, hands.
Some are scoffing, some interested,
amused, at tins scene in which the
fakers and the credulous take part—
and the most credulous loses in the
end. Darkness without a sound falls
so heavily that it is murky. Then a
woman yells shrilly, “ There’s a hand
on my face— a hand on my face— ”
It is quiet again. The spirits of
the dead are conversing to the little
group that sits in the pitch darkness.
The circle is again complete, and each
person is holding the hand of the
one beside him. The seance is bring
ing results. The spirit control has
been telling about letters— perhaps
they may yet find the murderer of
Spencer Lee. “ Spencer, tell me, who
killed you? I want the name, give
me the name!” The medium awakes
from her trance, Spencer Lee’s frienil
pitches forward on his face, stabbed
in the back.
Did the repson who killed Spence
Lee kill Wales too? Was it a we
man? Who wrote the letters? And
the knife? Where is it? Wh;
there no trace o f it? When the de
tective enters, no one has left the
room, the doors and windows have
been bolted. Yet someone in that
room committed the murder. Who
was it? How did’they do it? Why
What became o f the knife?

Interesting data from the library
for the first six weeks o f the summer

Dr. J. E. Kirkwood returned last
Wednesday from Portland, Oregon,
WE D ELIVER IT
where he has been teaching botany at
the University of Oregon. Dr. Kirk
wood was accompanied on his cross
Fancy and Plain
50o a Quart I
country drive to Missoula by Mrs.
Kirkwood and Miss Mary Kirkwood,
who has been attending the University
of Oregon, studying for a Master’s
122 West Front St.
Phone 2!
degree.
After a short stay in Missoula,
while he will attend to work in the
State University botany department,
Dr. Kirkwood will leave for a tw o-1
weeks’ tour of Yellowstone park in
order to study the park flora. At
Livingston he will be joined by Mr.
Miller, a classmate, who has been
teaching in a University in India for
14 :

school has been compiled in the li
in Butte and Jim Pannalee in on a
ranch near Missoula. The rest of
brarian's office. Attendance in the
the boys are scattered over the state
rending room is taken every hour by
Robert D. SI :elto
Oly pic swimready for the call that will be sent
the one in charge. For the first six
rning champion,*
Missoulu under the
out September 1, ordering them to re
auspices o f the American Red Cross,
weeks
a total o f 17,169 was reached.
port for active practice September
Missoula chapter, gave a demonstra
This made a weekly average o f 2,862
tion o f life saving in the University
and a daily average of 505. The one
swimming pool at 3 o’clock Tuesday
week o f maximum attendance totaled
afternoon.
3,386, or an average o f 762 per day.
Skelton is under contract with the
The greatest number o f books taken
American Red Cross and is touring
from the reading room over a week
17 western states giving demonstra
end was on July 2, when 135 books
tions o f life saving and swimming.
were checked out. This circulation
He is on his way *east now, having
is from the reading room alone, and
made the tour through the southern
does not include circulation at the UNIVERSITY AM PLIFIER
mountain states and up the Pacific
loan desk. The library closes August
coa'stT
Drawings for the golf tournament
i» IS USED AT MEETINGS
20, but will be open at the following
have been completed and the first
Skelton has been in the sport lime
limes throughout the vacation period,
round of the schedule will be held on light since his high school'days,' hav
recent convention o f pioneers ,
during which pirate books may be the TTj
the grounds o f the Country club Sat* ing held championships, both inter
rsity loud speaker was used j
drawn out or returned:
Monday, to enable the pioneers to hear easily j
scholastic and intercollegiate, all
urday afternoon at 1:30..,
August 22; Monday, August 29; Tues the voices o f the speakers in the j
The contestants have been matched, through his school and college career.day, September 0; Thursday, Septem various addresses and talks. The j
but the first round will be regarded Since leaving college he has won na
ber 8; Monday, September 12; Tues amplifier will be taken to Stevens i
as the qualifying round with the first tional and international amateur
day, September 13; Thursday. Sep ville Thursday to be used in amplify- j
• with the best scores of the eight trophies everywhere, the climax of
tember 15.
entered in the tournament, going which was iris capture" of the 200 meing the voices o f speakers at the'
into the next round. From the sec- ters breast stroke championship in
creamery picnic at that place.
ond round the two best will be taken the Olympic games in Paris' in 1924.
i will play for the championship',
Has Many Championships
Here From Minneapolis
second and third rounds will be
Some of the championships which
played at the convenience of the con Skelton has won are the national
Orhta J. Butzrin o f Minneapolis
interscholastic breast stroke swim
testants who gain the finals.
was a visitor on the campus and in !
The contestants, their opponents, ming championship o f .1919, 1929,
The last schoolmans’ dinner-of the Missoula the early part of the week, j
These are only very few of the
and their handicap for. the first round 192|1 and 1922;; the Junior National
summer school quarter was held at Mr. Butzrin formerly attended the
things
that
are
thrillingly
mysterious
American Athletic Union champion-1
\yiILbe as follows:
Corbin hall last evening; The sub University and was very prominent I
1. Forest Foor, 17; Jerry Rams- ship; thfc Senior Indoor National and exciting in “ The Thirteenth
ject for after-dinner talks and round i in dramatics.
kill, 23.
American Athletic Union champion-1 Chair,” which will be produced
the Little Theater Wednesday and table discussions was the desirability
. Guy Stegner, T 9; Kirk Badgley, ship in the 220-yard swim in Detroit;
of changing the dues o f the State
the Senior Outdoor National Athletic Thursday o f next week.
Educational association.
Professor!
Dosia Sliults
E. A. Atkinson, Union championship, of . 440 yards
MEMBERS OF LIBRARY
Payne Templeton lead the discussion l
swim in New York, and the Central
and
R.
J.
Cunningham,
secretary
of
STAFF
PLAN
VACATIONS
Ste
States Indoor and Outdoor champion
the association, came over from
ship title.
►Several memb rs of the librnr Helena to attend the meeting. There
Asked regarding the competition of I
staff are plannfa; trips for the*
\yas also a paper read by B. O. Wilson
other nations in the last and ne:xt
ing vacation . Mi188 Benbrooks 1trill on fee systemsi in other states.
j
Olympics Mr. Skelton gave it as his
visit friends in
; Utiill; Miss Adams :will
At present the association fee is
T-»
.
»».
(Opinion that, the other nations, par-1
go to the wiest cclast where she ?m \ determined on 'A proportional basis. |
M i n t | ticuiariy the Germans, were impVov-1
spend a morith in Seattle and other according to the salaries received.
— s----------- --------------Aug. Very rapidly but that we need I
places; Miss Krauss and Mrs. Wa,yno j Many desire ii -common fee for all
have little fear.in the next Olympic
members.
E. Mollett. dean of the School competition o f losing the title wet will travel ini the ieast.

With football practice due in the
Pacific Coast conference in another
month, gridiron fans are supplanting
their talk o f baseball with that of
the discussion o f the chances o f the
various teams o f the conference.
With huge student bodies, well paid
coaching staffs and excellent weather
the California members of the con
ference are, almost always, favorites
for the championship.
This year,
however, they must reckon-with the
contenders from the north. Both the
University of Washington and Wash
ington State college are casting specu
lative eyes at the championship
laurels and regard themselves as
leading contenders.
At the University of Washington,
Coach Enoch Bagshaw has 18 lettermen, o f his 24 of last year, ready
to report on September 15, the first
day of practice as set by the con
ference officials. In addition he will
have 20 substitutes of last year and
the stars' o f the frosh team.
The Husky line suffered practically
none by graduation, only one Tegular,
Jud Cutting, end, being lost. F or his
center position he will have “ Adonis”
Lauzon, who ousted Doug Bonamy
from the pivot berth last year with
his brilliant playing. Bonamy will
serve as a good relief man. For his
guards he will have Bill Wright and
Bob Shaw, a Montana boy hailing
from Great Falls. Captain-elect Pat
Wilson and Herman Brix leave little
to be desired in the way of tackles,both being big. fast and fighters. L e
roy Schuh and Don Douglass, about
on a par with Cutting, will probably
get the call for the wing positions.
It is in the backfield that Coach
Bagshaw will have the greatest diffi
culty. Six of his backfield lettermen,
of Pharmacy, and Frunk Lindlief, ’28, have held for so long for they can-1
including Gutterinsen, for two years
conducting experiments ,on Mon- not hope, in so short a t
sen- i
all-coast quarterback, are lost through
peppermint to determine the otisly challenge our stipe
He
graduation. T o replace these there
duality
and amount of oil of the drug expects to remain in training and
are^ Louis Teserau and Chuck •Carbeing
grown
in
the
medical
plant
garhopes
to'
repeat
his
successes
o
f
the
roll for fullback, with one o f them
shifting to halfback. The other half dens of the University. They are last Olympics in 1028.
Iso being aided by experiments con-j
__________ ___________
back position will be handled by John
ducted by Mr. Ilensault, who
Stombaugli.
F or the quarterback
ing mint culture in the Bitt
position Bagshaw has an able man
alley.
in Geehnn, who substituted for GutThe Pharmacy school has ha
fermsen last year.
many inquiries concerning the grow
The Husky supporters firmly be
ing -of mint in Montana, and these
lieve that this is to be a Washington
experiments will form the basis oi;
W.ord has been . received here of
year. Coach Bagshaw has arranged
the information sent out.
the announcement of the engagement
a schedule that allows him to nurse
The raising of mints is rapidly be of Alice Lease, of Great Falls, to
the team along until it readies the
coming an important industry in the William Gonser of .Salt Lake City. I
peak before it meets the teams re
Northwest, the oil bringing from The wedding will take place in Great I
garded as traditionally strong. The
twenty to thirty dollars per poui\d. Falls the latter part o f August.
first three games are with battleship,
One acre of mints will produce about
Miss Lease was graduated from the
teams and wit lithe College of Puget
seventy pounds of oil each year. It University o f Montana last June. I
Sound. The Montana Grizzlies are
is used for flavoring candy, confec She. majored in physical education
then to be met at Missoula on Octo-.
tions, dentifrices and chewing gum, While on the campus she belonged
ber 15. On October 22 Washington
as well as in medicine as
stimulant I to Kappa Alpha Theta, women’s so
State college, who defeated them last
and anodyne.
cial fraternity, and to Delta Psi
year by a score of 9-6, will play in
Montana has much soil adapted for I Kappa, national Physical Education
Seattle.
The following week the
mint culture and a very good quality fraternity for women. She appeared
team will have a breathing spell when
o f mint is found growing cate
..
ma,iy productions o f the Montana
whitman will be met. The Washing
western part of the state,
Masquers.
ton State college game promises to be
Mr. Gonser? graduated from the
a thriller, as does the four following
MISS BUCKHOUS COMES
University of Utah in 1926, and is a
games \yhen the team meets in the
BACK FROM ABROAD member o f Sigma Nu fraternity. He
order named. Stanford at Seattle,
is now employed by the J. C. Penney
California at Bergeley, Oregon at
According to the latest word from company store in Salt Lake City.
Seattle and University of Soon them
Miss Gertrude Buckhous, she was to
Attendants at the wedding will be |
California at Los Angeles.
arrive at New York on August 10. Mrs. Howard Lease, ex-’27, formerly!
Cougar Hopes High
Miss Buckhous has been spending |Miss Ruth Gonser, matron-of-honor
“ Babe” Hollingberry, at Washing
the past six months in Europe. She I Miss Velma Judge, ’2,9, o f Missoula;
ton State college, loses but few men
was in Germany the last of July and Miss Marjorie Breitenstein, ’28, of j
and heartened by their success of last
planned to sail within a few days.
Great Falls; Miss Elizabeth Veach,|
year, when they ended the season
~“— -----------------------—
’28, Three Forks; Miss Margaret I
the sensation o f the conference, the
Callaway Visits Son
Veeder, ’28, Wibaux; and Miss!
supporters of the Cougars claim that
-------- Maureen Desmond, ’ 27, of Dillon,
they are headed for the championship.
Llewlyn L. Callaway, chief justice |bridesmaids; and Howard Lease, best
Rumors that “ Butch” Meeker will
of the state supreme court, visited I man.
be unable to d a y because of an ath
his son at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon!
Mr. Gonser and his bride will make
letic heart seem to have -been un
house last week. He came over from their home in Salt Lake City.
founded and reports now emanating
Helena to address the Pioneers and
------------ —------- ----------from headquarters indicate the fact
Sons and Daughters at their annual
Andy Cogswell was a week-end
that Meeker, the star of the team for
convention.
I
visitor
in
Missoula from Helena.
I
the past two years, will be in his
regular position at quarterback. With
him in a backfield position will be
Ted Rowher, elusive sophomore half
back o f last year and who is expected
to be one of the mainstays of the
team this year. A line with but few
replacements from last year will back
up a well balanced backfield.
Montana Team Light
Montana will have an exceptionally
light team as compared to the other
conference teams. / Speed and fight
will be forced to serve the place of
beef.
The coaching and tackling
should be much better than last year
ns no spring practice was held pre
ceding the season last year, and
Coach Frank Milburn had to be con
tent with instilling his style of play
in three weeks’ time. With a years’
experience for most of the men under
the new system, Coach Milburn should
be able to devote more of his time in
moulding the team into a fighting
unit instead of, as last year, teaching
fundamentals.
Many of the Grizzlies are keepin;
in shape through the summer by. do
ing work that will harden them for
the strenuous season this fall. Cap
tain Lou Vierhus is working for the
forestry service in Idaho. Gordon
Iionglein, Eddie Chinski and Clar
ence Coyle are working in Missoula
and playing baseball in the Garden
City league. Sam Kain and Reid
Harmon are working for the forestry
service. Jimmy Morrow is at Moore.
Lloyd Cnliison is at Big Sandy work
ing in the hay fields. Tom Davis is

GOLF TOURNAMENT

University Men Have
Final Get-Together

Pharmacy People
Experiment on

Root jAlice Lease to Marry
William Gonser Soon

Darn Smooth
Is the writing of The Shaeffer Lifetime Fountain Pens
and Pencils
Fall Shipment Jut i Received

H ere’s a sm art new fo x -tr o t with a
brisk tune, sa x melodies and a vocal
refrain. T h e com panion number
carries the sam e m odem slant, with
throaty sax and humming- brass.
They both make splendid dance
!records. Come in and hear all o f
these new numbers— today!

Sentinel Creamery

Jake’s Tailor
Shop
The Best Service in Towr
Cleaning - Pressing
Repairing

Let the

FLORENCE BARBER
SHOP
DO YOUR WORK

Phone 331

STUDENTS

Call 38 for Student Rate
TRUNKS 50c

Larson Transfer Co.
WAFFLES ARE BETTE1
a t;

WEDGWOOD’S CAFE
136 North HIgrgins Ave.

Lou’s Cigar Store
for
A Cool Refreshing Drin j
Everything for the Smoke

Under the Moon—Fox Trot
With Vocal K ef rain

O ffice Supply Com pany

, What

Do I Care What Somebody

Said—Fox Trot

I

With Vocal Refrain

J a n Gasses and H is Oschestsa |
No-2 0 7 5 1 , 10-Inch

C o lle tte —Fox Trot With Vocal Refrain
Broken Hearted—Fox Trot
With Vocal Refrain
P aul W hiteman and Hts Orchestra
No. 2 0 7 5 7 . lO-Lnck

Walt’s Repair Shop!
We Handle Keys and
Repair Anything
112 W. Main St.

Phone 956-fi I

There’* a Trick in Pickin’ a Chick*
Chick-Chicken—Fox Trot

G et Som e R eal Service

With Vocal Refrain and Ukulele

N at S hjlkrkt and th e V ictor O rchestra

Gorgeous—Fox Trot With Vocal Refrain
Joh n n y H amp ^s K entucky Sekenadees
No. 2 0 7 5 9 ,10-iadb

You Don't Like It— Not Much
With Piano

Oh Ja Ja

McKenzie - Wallace
Service Co.
Tires and Tubes, Lubricating Oils
and Greases

/ / / > !

Our entire stock of W om en’s Coats, Suits and Dresses; also
some of our new Spring and Summer Suits for men all radically
reduced for this week—The final week of our Semi-Annual
Clean-Up Sale . ..........................................................................

111-117 East Spruce Strcil

With Piano

Phone 52

T he H appiness Bote
No. 2 0 7 5 6 , 10-inch

Just Like a Butterfly Franklyn Bait
Just Another Day Wasted Away
fisr-Ea S malu

20 7 5 8 , 10-Incla

Dickinson Piano Co.
We Carry a Full Line o f Automobile Accessories,

Missoula Laindry Compand
The Quality Launderersl

P O N Y CAFE
Famous House for
Tamales and Chile

Orthophonic Victor Dealers
of Missoula

^ V ic to r

* T RECORDS

SCHRAMH-HEBARB I
MEAT CO.
Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish, |
Poultry and Oysters |
Phone l'-Mi

417 X. Higgins iu §

A Different Eating Plat £

Coffee Parlor Calf
Ice Cream and Refresh#
Brinks

Fashion Club Cleaned
Dark Garments
gather the same soil t#
shows on light ones

Ely Shoe Hospitti
Repairing While You
Wait
130 East Cedar

Rainbow Barber SI
and Beauty Parlor?
Tite Barber Shop tie Luxei
Ladies and Gentlemen W tioi'
W. H. DOBSLOFF, Prod
Phone 241-J
136 H*j

